Nathan Levy Books, LLC.

Nathan Levy’s Stories with Holes
Volumes 1-20, 21
The famous logic stories that make kids think! Each book contains new stories for children ages 7-77. Stimulate pupil critical and creative thinking skills.
Volume 1-20…..$9.95 each Volume 21…..$14.95 Volume Set, 1-20 - $174.95 Volume Set, 1-21 - $190.00

Write, From the Beginning
by Nathan Levy
Children have a lot to say about themselves and their world. The writing materials in this book break away from the same old assignments and forms.

There Are Those
by Nathan Levy
Celebrated around the world, this best selling poem artfully depicts a beautifully inspirational message. A must have for anyone involved in education.

Creativity Day-By-Day
by Nathan Levy
180 stimulating activities for the classroom, home, car, or anywhere! Using scenarios that make you think, this book provides imaginative ways to inspire the creative thought process.
Grade 2-Adult Group Set of 10……..$24.95

Nathan Levy’s Test Booklet of Basic Knowledge for Every American Over 9 Years Old
by Nathan Levy
The perfect test to assure that pupils acquire basic knowledge. This booklet covers such subjects as our country, world history, famous people in history, geography, and more!
$14.95 each…………Class set of 25 ……..$299.95

Affective Cognitive Thinking: Thinking Strategies for the Gifted
by Nathan Levy
Higher Order Thinking activities for the gifted in the content areas of: Science, Math, Social Studies, Language Arts and Fairytales. Perfect companion to Not Just Schoolwork
Grades 3-12……..$39.95

Thinking and Writing Activities for the Brain (Books 1 &2)
by Nathan Levy
These unique books blend quotations and proverbs with critical thinking and writing skills. Students can work independently and/or in groups to enhance their cognitive and affective strategies. Great writing practice for speculative prompts.
Vol. 1: Grades 3-8 Vol. 2: Grades 5-12
$34.95 each……….$64.95 pair

Perfectionism vs. The Pursuit of Excellence
by Dr. Joseph Gulino, Dr. Donna Johnson, & Nathan Levy
Are you a perfectionist? This book helps you to find out if you are and offers useful strategies for making the most of this trait.
21.95 each

Principles of Fearless Leadership
by Dr. Joseph Gallino, Nathan Levy & Scott Hobson
Understand, adopt, and implement the successful principles of powerful leaders of the past and present. Implement them in your life, your organization, in your home.
$24.95 each……..Group set of 10……..$199.00

Not Just Schoolwork
by Nathan Levy
Combines superb activities for critical thinking, written expression, and creativity. An entire section of this 200+ page book concentrates on skill building. Checklists help students increase their verbal expression while other activities focus on creative storytelling and other necessary skills.
Grades 3-12…………$39.95

Nathan Levy’s Whose Clues
Volumes 1-6
A series of entertaining quizzes to help children acquire a substantial knowledge base of famous people.
#1 American History #4 Characters in Literature #2 Famous Authors #5 Inventors and Scientists #3 Sports Heroes #6 Musicians and Composers
Grades 2-12…..$9.95 each…..Set of 6…..$54.95

ARTISTRY
by Eric Gibbons with Nathan Levy
This lively introduction to color, famous artists, and art from around the world provides a written project for students.
$39.95 each

Breakfast for the Brain
by Scott Hobson & Patti Hobson
365 sensational thematic activities to stimulate creative and critical thinking and writing. Allows for spontaneity, reflection and extensive thinking.
Grades K-5……..$24.95
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